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Part A - Educational Offerings
1. Which of the following types of instruction/programs are offered by your institution? [Check one or more]
If your institution does not offer occupational, academic or continuing professional programs, you are not expected to
complete this or any other IPEDS survey.
 
     Occupational, may lead to a certificate, degree, or other formal award

   Academic, leading to a certificate, degree, or diploma

   Continuing professional (postbaccalaureate only)

   Recreational or avocational (leisure) programs

   Adult basic or remedial instruction or high school equivalency

   Secondary (high school)
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Part B - Organization - Student Enrollment
4. Does your institution enroll any of the following types of students?
Include all levels offered by your institution, even if there are no students currently enrolled at that level.
Responses to this question determine which screens will be generated for reporting academic year tuition charges, and
for reporting Fall Enrollment during the spring collection. Additionally, checking Yes for full-time, first-time,
degree/certificate-seeking undergraduate students determines that your institution must report cost of attendance data
(on the IC component) and Student Financial Aid data for these students.
 Full-time Part-time
Undergraduate (academic or occupational programs)   No   Yes   No   Yes

First-time, degree/certificate-seeking undergraduate   No   Yes   No   Yes
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Part B - Multi-institution or Multi-campus Organization
7. Multi-institution or multi-campus organization

Is the institution part of a multi-institution or multi-campus organization that owns, governs, or controls the
institution? Do NOT indicate a religious affiliation here; that information is collected separately.
If you need assistance or need to make changes, contact the Help Desk at 1-877-225-2568. You will not be able to lock
your submission if this question is blank.

 No, this institution IS NOT a part of a multi-institution or multi-campus organization that owns, governs, or controls
the institution.                                        

 Yes, this institution IS a part of a multi-institution or multi-campus organization that owns, governs, or controls the
institution.                                        
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Part C - Other Survey Screening Questions - Open Admission
2. Does your institution have an open admission policy for all or most entering first-time degree/certificate-
seeking undergraduate-level students?
If the only requirement for admission is a high school diploma or GED/other equivalent, your institution is still considered
open admission. Institutions that require only an Ability to Benefit or similar test beyond the diploma/equivalent, and only
reject a very small number of students based on the test, are also considered open admission.
 If your institution does not have an open admission policy, you will be required to report Admissions component

regarding your admissions procedures and admissions yield.
   No                                                                                

     Yes
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